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It was only supposed to be a simple
arrangement—until emotions got in the way. Now lies
and secrets could destroy everything. Lawson
Carlisle, the ostracized black sheep of the wealthy
Carlisle family is back in Magdalena. It’s been
sixteen years since he left, vanishing one night
amidst speculations that included jail time and
detention homes. Those were serious claims against
one of the wealthiest families in town, and whether
those stories were true or not, they fueled many a
conversation and served as a lesson to the
community; no person is invincible, no matter how
much money his family has. Ava Marie Ventori used
to believe that doing good and following rules would
gift her with the life she wanted, the man she loved,
the dreams she didn’t even know she craved. But
her eagerness to find that perfect life landed her with
the wrong man, the wrong career path, and the
wrong dreams. At thirty-three, the jobs are
meaningless, the relationships nonexistent, and the
dreams are gone. Her one joy is painting river rocks
with inspirational messages, but she’s not about to
share their existence, especially with the parents she
continues to disappoint. After a chance encounter
with former classmate, good-girl Ava Maire Ventori,
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Law offers her the use of his cabin—no strings
attached—so she can work on the mystery art she
obviously doesn’t want to share. But his “no
strings” good intentions are no match for oldfashioned attraction... As Law and Ava spend time
together, she discovers there’s so much more to the
former bad-boy than a questionable past and he
starts to believe that maybe Ava isn’t too good for
him. In fact, maybe she’s perfect for him. When lies
and old secrets threaten the couple’s happiness, will
their love be strong enough to fight for a life
together? While A Family Affair: The Proposal can
be read as a stand-alone story, readers have fallen
in love with the entire series!
An enticing savior, an old love, and one deranged
alien hell-bent on destroying it all. The seemingly
endless war with the Grutex has caused many
inconveniences for Amanda, but none of those have
been as bad as losing the funding for the project she
is working on that is supposed to help save
humanity. When she foolishly risks her life to
continue her research, Amanda is thrown into the
path of an alien, the likes of which she has never
seen who claims she is his mate. The problem is, he
isn't the only one making that claim. As an
ambassador for his people, Oshen is used to
handling delicate situations, but he has never been
in one quite so delicate as this. Instead of
enlightening Earth's government about the existence
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of Galactic Law and their right to seek aid, he finds
himself face to face with the one being he's waited
his whole life to find; his mate. But the little human is
in trouble and he needs to convince her to leave
Earth or he risks losing the most important thing he
has ever had. Damned. Cursed. Gulzar has been
called many things over the course of his life. Many
in his tribe refuse to even look at him and who could
blame them? The only light in his life has been his
little goddess, the only being in the entire world who
looks at him without judgment. When he gets a
vision of her in distress, Gulzar knows he will do
anything he can for the female he loves. This is an
MMF romance that may contain any and all triggers.
There are dark tones throughout the book. If you
have triggers this may not be the novel for you. We
understand if that is the case and hope that you find
what you are looking for!
Getting hexy for the holidays! Mischief and mayhem
dominate the holiday season for the Savoie sisters of
New Orleans. Five sexy stories set in the STAY A
SPELL world you don’t want to miss. Bewitch You A
Merry Christmas: Always the peacemaker, Evie
conjures Christmas magic between a hexed hottie
and his witchy neighbor, while Mateo and Alpha plan
to do whatever it takes to get some alone time with
their girl. Rockin’ Around The Hexmas Tree: A Dirty
Santa gift with a very special hex boosts Devraj and
Isadora’s sex life from sizzling hot to scorching.
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Jingle Bell Jock: On New Year’s Eve, a new man
puts the moves on Charlie. Tired of pining for his
best friend, he’s ready to move on. Fortunately, JJ’s
jealousy is just the right ingredient to move them well
out of the friend zone. You’re A Mean One, Mr.
Grim: Her first glimpse of grim reaper Gareth
Blackwater evokes a major case of insta-hate in
Lavinia. In that same moment, Gareth is hit with
insta-lust. Fate is playing with them both, and neither
one is happy about it. Jingle Spells: Nico and Violet
laugh their way through their first babysitting
adventure. But laughter turns to lust when Nico’s
“dad” vibes tug on Violet’s maternal heartstrings.
I am bonded to a monster... LucyI have no idea what
I am in for the first time he growls his intention.The
brooding, tattooed, alphahole who demands my
submission.He won't stop until he's ravaged every
part of my body.Licked every inch of my
curves.Teased me and drawn out my need.Until he's
ripped me apart and ruined me.And when he's
done?He's going to claim me all over again.Did I
mention that he mated me...?Every part of me has
been possessed by the alpha.He's knotted me and
broken me.He's absorbed me into himself.Until I am
no longer sure who I am. The woman I'd been, is fast
drowning. I am losing myself in him.All that's left is
the echoes of my climax. The high of our coupling
that lingers in my blood.Maybe submitting to him isn't
the worst.What if I insist that he is MINE?What if he's
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the only one who can save my life...? From New
York Times bestselling author Laxmi Hariharan - the
stunning finale to Zeus and Lucy's story in the
Knotted Omega series.Snarly alphahole, damaged
by his past, who takes on his worst demons and
risks his all to claim his sassy omega. Full length
romance novel with a jaw-dropping Happily Ever
After.Scroll up and 1-Click NOW
As an unauthorized third child with parents who were
more interested in their various criminal enterprises
than they were in her, Michelle Carter is used to
feeling unloved, but it still hurts when she is brought
to another world as a bride for two men who turn out
not to even want one. After Roan and Dane lost the
woman they loved, they swore there would never be
anyone else, and when their closest friend
purchases a beautiful human he hopes will become
their wife, they reject the match. Though they are
cursed to live as outcasts who shift into terrible
beasts, they are not heartless, so they offer Michelle
a place in their home alongside the other servants.
She will have food, shelter, and all she needs, but
discipline will be strict and their word will be law.
Michelle soon puts Roan and Dane to the test, and
when she disobeys them her bottom is bared for a
deeply humiliating public spanking. Despite her
situation, the punishment leaves her shamefully
aroused and longing for her new masters to make
her theirs, and as the days pass they find that she
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has claimed a place in their hearts as well. But when
the same enemy who took their first love threatens to
tear Roan and Dane away from her, will Michele risk
her life to intervene? Publisher's Note: Sold to the
Beasts is a stand-alone novel which is the fourth
book in the Captive Brides series. It includes
spankings and sexual scenes. If such material
offends you, please don't buy this book.
Long recognized as a classic, Venturi's authoritative
work captures the early and intriguing period of the
Russian Revolution. Starting with the 1848 rebellion
and ending with the 1888 assassination of Alexander
II, it examines Russia's internal and external
problems, the ideals and beliefs of her subjects, and,
most importantly, the conspiracies and struggles
through which populism expressed itself. With a
revised author's introduction. "The most thorough
survey of the Russian revolutionary movement
before 1881...penetrating and readable, with an
admirable balance between biography, theory and
action."--TLS. "...profound and wide-ranging..."--C.V.
Wedgwood.
After she is attacked by a large, unknown animal,
Alexandria Pace soon finds that her miraculously
swift recovery and suddenly voracious appetite are
far from the most disturbing aspects of her situation.
It rapidly becomes apparent that not only has she
been bitten by a rogue werewolf, she has also been
identified by the alpha of a nearby pack as his
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chosen mate. Connor had planned to take his time
and woo Alexandria gently, but the attack by a rival
wolf forces him to take drastic action and compel her
to join his pack right away. He is more than ready to
keep his mate safe whether she likes it or not, and
as she'll quickly discover, disobeying her new alpha
will earn her a swift and thorough punishment. As
her first full moon approaches, Alexandria struggles
to adapt to life as a member of a pack, especially
when that involves submitting to the alpha. Yet
despite Connor's willingness to bare her bottom for a
painful, embarrassing spanking whenever she defies
him, a part of Alexandria cannot help longing for him
to claim her fully. But when an enemy challenges
Connor and threatens to take Alexandria from the
pack by force, will he win the fight to protect his
mate? Publisher's Note: The Alpha's Reluctant Mate
is an erotic romance novel that contains spankings,
sexual scenes, anal play, and more. If such material
offends you, please don't buy this book.
After she defies the leaders of a warlike alien
species, beautiful human scientist Andrea Raynier is
taken captive by a bold, handsome Stilox warrior
named Mal Ton. Fearing that her knowledge could
be used to design weapons, Andrea vows never to
cooperate, but she quickly discovers that Mal Ton is
more than ready to do whatever is needed to compel
her obedience. Andrea soon finds herself naked,
bound, and quivering with need as she is sternly
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punished and thoroughly claimed by Mal Ton and his
colleague, Doctor Roark Talbot. But will mastering
her body be enough, or will Andrea's captors seek to
conquer their defiant human's heart as well?
Publisher's Note: Their Defiant Human is the first
book of the Captives of Stilox series. It includes
spankings and sexual scenes. If such material
offends you, please don't buy this book. Also note
that an earlier version of this book was previously
released by another publisher with the title Seducer.
‘Homegardens’ are integrated tree–crop–animal
production systems, often established on small
parcels of land surrounding homesteads, and
primarily found in tropical environments. This multiauthored volume contains peer-reviewed chapters
from the world’s leading researchers and
professionals in this topic. It summarizes the current
state of knowledge on homegarden systems, with a
view to using this knowledge as a basis for
improving both homegardens and other similar
multistrata agroforestry systems.
His job is to protect her, not to fall in love with her.
Heath Mitchell learned his security skills during his
time in the US Marine Corps. After spending his first
few years in the civilian world as the head of security
for the Freedom Ridge Resort, he's ready to branch
out and help form a security firm. Things are just
getting off the ground when he meets his sister's
friend. When a hit and run breaks into their meeting,
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she becomes his first client instead of his girlfriend.
Claire Odom has grown accustomed to a quiet life in
the small town of Freedom. The perils of her past
seem long gone until they resurface when she meets
Heath. Determined to protect her, he becomes her
full-time bodyguard. His good looks and the security
he brings make it hard for her to remember he's only
there because she hired him. Heath and Claire grow
closer as they fight to outrun their unknown enemies.
Loyalties are broken, and unlikely alliances are
formed as the quiet town of Freedom bands together
to protect their friends this Christmas season. But is
their new found love just a reaction to the fear or was
it always meant to be? Return to Freedom, Colorado
and enjoy the faith, friendships, and forever-afters of
the Heroes of Freedom Ridge in this Christian
Christmas romance.
In the time since she was abducted from her world
by a cruel, tyrannical general, eighteen-year-old
Jalinda has been given little reason to trust any man,
let alone three barbarian brothers who take it upon
themselves to rescue her. But the rough, handsome
warriors intend to share a wife, and they mean for
that wife to be Jalinda. Shocked by the thought of
belonging to three men, she refuses to go along with
their plan, but her lack of cooperation is quickly
overcome by way of a switch applied to her bare
bottom. Upon reaching their home planet, the
brothers waste no time in beginning their shared
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bride's training. As Jalinda soon discovers, she will
be expected to submit to them absolutely, and
disobedience will result in punishments far more
humiliating than a mere bare-bottom spanking. Her
barbarian husbands will protect her, provide for her,
and love her, but they will also enjoy her in any way
they desire. She will be claimed by each of them and
by all of them together, in private and in public, in
ways that will leave her blushing crimson yet also
burning with need. Despite her shame, before long
Jalinda finds herself craving the intense pleasure
which results from surrendering herself to the
brothers' masterful lovemaking, and with each
passing day she grows fonder of the men who freed
her from the sadistic general and made her their
own. But her former captor is not an enemy to be
taken lightly, and when he comes after the brothers
with an army at his back, intent on vengeance, can
they protect both their world and their woman?
Publisher's Note: Shared by the Barbarians is an
erotic novel that includes spankings, sexual scenes
including a foursome, anal play, exhibitionism,
elements of BDSM, and more. If such material
offends you, please don't buy this book.
Since the Centurions conquered Earth, they've taken
whatever they want from us, but this time things are
going to be different. When they come to claim their
next harvest, I'm going to fight.
It was meant to be an affair... After Kelsey is
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assaulted, her FBI foster parents plead with her to
spend a few weeks with their friends in Montana
while they investigate the incident. Since she would
do anything for them, she grudgingly agrees,
wondering how she will pass the time on a ranch in
the middle of nowhere without going stir crazy. As
soon as she catches sight of her two hosts, Greg
and Devin, she figures: what better way to take her
mind off her troubles than with an affair with one of
them? Ex-FBI agents Greg and Devin vowed never
to get personally involved with another woman under
their protection after their last case ended in tragedy.
When their former boss asks for their help, the two
best friends butt heads over how to answer him. But
what with the insecurity reflected in Kelsey's blue
eyes, the desperation behind her flirtations, and
discovering her submissive side, both men find
themselves succumbing to the petite blonde. While
Kelsey basks in the dominant attention of both her
cowboys, she continues to insist she can't wait to get
back to her life in Philadelphia. It isn't until the threat
against her is verified, the truth comes out about her
past, and a few disturbing mishaps occur that Greg
and Devin step into full protection mode, vowing to
keep the woman they'd both grown to care for safe.
And not until after the guys save her life, freeing her
to return home, does Kelsey realize home really is
where the heart is, and hers is in Montana with her
two cowboys. This is book five in the Cowboy Doms
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series, but reads as a standalone. Publisher's Note:
This steamy, contemporary, Western romance
contains elements of mystery, suspense, mnage,
and power exchange.
Her planet belongs to him. Her body will too. I've
been a slave since Earth was conquered, but today
a powerful Rathkari commander has singled me out.
He's brought me aboard his ship and made sure I'm
bathed and pampered. Now this huge, fearsomely
sexy alien warrior plans to do absolutely anything he
wants with me. I hate him and his entire race, and I
fight him with everything I have... at first. But before
long, I'm moaning, writhing, and blushing with utter
shame as he forces one savage, shattering climax
after another from my naked, helpless, tightly bound
body. Soon I'll surrender completely. Then he'll claim
me, use me, and breed me hard and often, and I'll
take everything he gives me and beg for more. He'll
have broken me, and I'll know it. Publisher's Note:
Broken by the Alien includes spankings and sexual
scenes. If such material offends you, please don't
buy this book.
Explore the counterearth of Gor—where men enslave
women and science fiction and fantasy combine—in
the latest installment of the long-running Gorean
Saga. A mysterious package lies unclaimed
somewhere in the great port of Brundisium, and it is
rumored that its contents could determine the fate of
a world. Whether or not that is true, one thing is
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certain: Men and beasts will kill to claim it.
Meanwhile, a young woman, now merchandise, has
been brought to the slave markets of Gor after
displeasing a stranger in her secretarial job back on
Earth. Unbeknownst to her, she holds the key to
finding the elusive package—and changing the
course of history forever. Inspired by works like
Edgar Rice Burroughs’s John Carter of Mars novels
and Robert E. Howard’s Almuric, this adventure
series—alternatively referred to by several names
including the Chronicles of Counter-Earth or the
Saga of Tarl Cabot—has earned a devoted following
for its richly detailed world building, erotic themes,
and mash-up of science fiction, fantasy, history, and
philosophy. Plunder of Gor is the 34th book in the
Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series
in any order.
When she is caught spying on the alien empire
which has conquered Earth, Freya is shipped off to a
prison colony on the distant planet Tagra. Upon her
arrival, she is subjected to a thorough, intimate
medical examination intended to assess her
response to sexual stimulation, and when she
protests the humiliating procedure her bare bottom is
soundly spanked. Marco takes his job as governor of
Tagra seriously and he is well-known among the
prisoners for his firm-handed discipline, but from the
moment he first encounters Freya he cannot keep
the feisty Earthling off his mind. After taking it upon
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himself to personally oversee her initial exam, he
delights in bringing the naked, blushing human to
one quivering climax after another. Though Marco
quickly proves that he will not hesitate to punish
Freya when she defies the rules of the colony, her
burning backside does nothing to diminish her
growing need for him to claim her and take her long
and hard. She soon finds herself falling ever more
deeply in love with the handsome, dominant alien
who both demands her submission and brings her
pleasure beyond anything she could have ever
imagined, but can she dare to hope that Marco will
one day see her as more than just his prisoner and
his plaything? Publisher's Note: Chosen by the
Governor is an erotic romance novel that includes
spankings, sexual scenes, medical play, elements of
BDSM, and more. If such material offends you,
please don't buy this book.
Lexi Carmine has always hated the Cenzan invaders
who she blames for the death of her father, and
when three of them are sent to capture her she vows
she will never yield to the alien brutes. Khrelan is
surprised by the order to track down a seemingly
random human female, but once Lexi is in custody
he finds himself drawn to her. But are secrets being
kept from them both?
A practicing architect discusses the theoretical
background of modern architecture
After the death of her family and the loss of her
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home, Beth finds herself in London, in a desperate
situation which leads to a reckless act. Tom Reed,
who is a master blacksmith, feels bound to teach her
a memorable lesson about recklessness, even if this
means taking her over his knee in a crowded square.
Both the lesson and the man who delivered it are
hard to forget, and Beth comes to see that the stern
master blacksmith may be the one who can aid her
in her hour of need. The only choice she has left is to
become his woman, although he vows he will not be
lenient with her if she behaves badly. Tom Reed’s
ways are not only harsh, but gentle at times, and
soon Beth begins to yearn not only to be touched by
his strong hands, but also to find out the secrets
mirrored in his dark eyes. This is book two in Her
Stern Husband series and can be enjoyed
independently. Publisher Notes: This historical
romance is intended for adults only and contains
elements of danger, suspense, sensual scenes and
power exchange.
After the death of her deeply indebted father,
nineteen-year-old Abigail Barrow faces a hard future
in the workhouses of nineteenth-century London.
Her only hope lies in a marriage to Dr. Simon Abbott,
a man whose life her father once saved while they
both served in Her Majesty's Navy. But with no
education and no dowry, she can hardly expect the
esteemed doctor to agree to the match, especially
when her sharp tongue earns her a trip over his knee
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for a humiliating bare-bottom spanking during their
very first meeting. The reserved Dr. Abbott has long
avoided marriage, knowing that what he seeks in a
wife is not easy to find. Abigail's response to his firm
chastisement convinces him that she is just the
woman he needs, but she will require training to be a
properly submissive wife, and thus before he makes
her his bride he decides to bring her into his home
as his ward. On her first day in Simon's home,
Abigail finds herself stripped naked, bathed like a
child, and then dressed in clothing befitting a little
girl. Worse still, her failure to obey her new guardian
promptly results in a swift and painful punishment
applied to her bare backside. Yet Simon's strict
discipline is accompanied by gentle, loving care, and
as the days pass his intimate attentions awaken a
powerful need within her. When she lies on the
doctor's exam table, exposed, vulnerable, and
blushing crimson, Abigail cannot help aching for him
to claim her. But can there be a permanent place for
her in Simon's life as both his wife and his little
ward? Publisher's Note: The Doctor's Little Ward is
an erotic romance novel that includes spankings,
sexual scenes, age play, medical play, anal play,
and more. If such material offends you, please don't
buy this book.
Out here beyond the wall, men take what they want.
I was warned. I was told what the savages in the wild
lands outside the city would do to a girl like me, how
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they would ravish me, share me, and shame me. I
should have listened... Once I left home, I didn't even
last a day on my own. With a bear set on making me
his next meal, it took four fearsome beasts of men to
save my life. But the rugged, battle-hardened brutes
who rescued me have no intention of letting me go. I
belong to them now, and they are more than ready
to strip me bare and punish me as sternly as needed
to teach me my place. They have claimed me, but
they will not merely use my virgin body for their
pleasure. They are going to breed me. They'll take
me hard and often, sometimes one at a time and
sometimes several at once, until they've mastered
me so completely that I can't help begging for more.
Publisher's Note: Savages includes spankings and
sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please
don't buy this book.
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Menage Romantic
Suspense, M/F/M/M/M, spanking, HEA] Missy Ann is
a survivor, but the fear is not so easily forgotten. She
just can't seem to get over it, and trust becomes
something she is incapable of. It may take the care
and compassion of two men that saved her that
dreadful day and their brothers who know heartache
and loss, and who yearn to fill that hole in their heart
they thought would remain empty forever. The
Connelly men will do whatever is necessary to help
heal the woman they've learned to love. She is
young and understandibly fearful, but the images of
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the dreadful scene they came upon spur their
determination to help her heal. But the fears of the
past and a case they thought was closed, re-ignites.
There's a new perpetrator at work and he sets his
eyes on Missy Ann, determined to make the Hayes
men suffer for destroying his life and taking away his
fortune. ** A Siren Erotic Romance Dixie Lynn Dwyer
is a Siren-exclusive author.
They've conquered Earth. She's next. I've lived in
hiding since the Vakarrans arrived, helping my band
of human survivors evade the aliens who now rule
our world with an iron fist. But my luck ran out.
Captured by four of their fiercest warriors, I know
what comes next. They'll make an example of me, to
show how even the most defiant human can be
broken, trained, and mastered. I promise myself that
I'll prove them wrong, that I'll never yield, even when
I'm stripped bare, publicly shamed, and used in the
most humiliating way possible. But my body betrays
me. My will to resist falters as these brutes share me
between the four of them and I can't help but wonder
if soon, they will conquer my heart... Publisher's
Note: Conquered is a stand-alone novel which is the
first book in the Vakarran Captives series. It includes
spankings, sexual scenes, intense and humiliating
punishments, and strong D/s themes. If such
material offends you, please don't buy this book.
Get ready for a Sexy Power Struggle... A warrior
who has vowed never to take a bride... Is bought by
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a girl who needs a Body Slave... But has no idea
how to handle him... Will Kaylee be able to tame the
huge Havoc she bought at the Flesh Bazaar?Or will
Solar turn the tables and end up...Mastering the
Mistress? Solar M'Tex is a Havoc--a race of males
who have sworn never to bond themselves to a
female. So the idea of serving or loving any woman,
no matter how beautiful, is foreign to him. But when
he gets captured and sold at the Flesh Bazaar, he
has no say in who buys him. Before he knows it he is
the exclusive property of Kaylee, a lush little female
from Yonnie Six who wants her own personal body
slave.Kaylee is new to Yonnie Six high society. She
didn't even know she needed a body slave until her
new friend Lyla told her. But when Lyla talks her into
buying the huge, muscular Havoc, she doesn't know
what to do with him--or have any idea how she's
going to master him. Soon they're in Kaylee's new
dungeon with all the equipment a Mistress could
need to tame a new slave. Kaylee does her best but
when Solar gets free of his restraints, the tables are
turned. Will she escape from the male she dared to
try and master...or will Solar end up Mastering the
Mistress?Mastering the Mistress is a Brides of the
Kindred novella but it can and should be read as a
stand alone novella.
Their Defiant Human
Since its first publication in 1962, Gimson’s
Pronunciation of English has been the essential
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reference book for anyone studying or teaching the
pronunciation of English. This eighth edition has
been updated to describe General British (GB) as
the principal accent, rather than RP, and the
accompanying transcriptions have been brought into
line with recent changes in pronunciation. This latest
edition also includes completely rewritten chapters
on the history of the language and the emergence of
a standard, alongside a justification for the change
from RP to GB. A further bonus to this important text
is its extensive and attractive new Companion
Website (www.routledge.com/cw/cruttenden), which
now includes moment-by-moment commentaries on
videos showing the articulation of all GB consonants
and vowels in spoken phrases, as well as crossreferencing between the book and these videos. The
Companion Website also includes new recordings of
Old English, Middle English, and Early Modern
English, and features links to recordings of recent
and current GB with comments and transcriptions.
Comprehensive yet accessible, Gimson’s
Pronunciation of English remains the indispensable
reference book for anyone for anyone with an
interest in English phonetics.
Theirs to Tame. Theirs to Train. When the scheming
of her father's political enemies makes it impossible
to continue hiding the fact that she is an
unauthorized third child, twenty-year-old Isabella
Bedard is sent to a detainment facility in deep space
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where she will be prepared for her new life as an
alien's bride. Her situation is made far worse after
some ill-advised mischief forces the strict warden to
ensure that she is sold as quickly as possible, and
before she knows it, Isabella is standing naked
before two huge, roughly handsome alien men,
helpless and utterly on display for their inspection.
More disturbing still, the men make it clear that they
are buying her not as a bride, but as a pet. Zack and
Noah have made a career of taming even the most
headstrong of females, and they waste no time in
teaching their new pet that her absolute obedience
will be expected and even the slightest defiance will
earn her a painful, embarrassing bare-bottom
spanking, along with far more humiliating
punishments if her behavior makes it necessary.
Over the coming weeks, Isabella is trained as a pony
and as a kitten, and she learns what it means to fully
surrender her body to the bold dominance of two
men who will not hesitate to claim her in any way
they please. But though she cannot deny her
helpless arousal at being so thoroughly mastered,
can she truly allow herself to fall in love with men
who keep her as a pet? Publisher's Note: Taming
Their Pet is a stand-alone novel which is the third
book in the Captive Brides series. It includes
spankings and sexual scenes. If such material
offends you, please don't buy this book.
What can go wrong overseeing a bunch of android
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sex bots on an automated whorehouse in deep
space? Great job, if Megan doesn't die of boredom.
Then she catches sight of the sexiest male she's
ever seen. On her grainy security monitor, she
watches all his sexual exploits with the bots, and
fantasizes. But that's all she can do because he's a
cyborg. Then fate steps in. There's a crash and
Megan must escape or die. The cyborgs are
rescuing the sex bots-taking them onboard their
ship. She knows cyborgs hate humans. They'll kill
her if she asks for help so she devises an insane
plan-pretend to be the most realistic sex bot ever
made. His name is Ice, and Megan is now his
personal sex bot. He will satisfy every sexual fantasy
she's ever had-and as many more as she can dream
up. She just has to figure out how to keep her big,
sexy cyborg from discovering that she is all woman.
What a Viking wants, a Viking takes. When his
younger brother goes missing, Dagr, Viking warrior
and Lord of the Wolfskin Clan, will do whatever it
takes to get him back. But nothing could have
prepared him for Honora-a feisty, intelligent woman
who is nothing like the women of his world-women
who are content to serve their men in all things.
Drawn to her despite her recalcitrant nature, Dagr is
determined to show her who's boss both in bed and
out. When the two enemies-turned-lovers join forces
to find Dagr's brother they are thrown into a rousing
adventure full of danger, intrigue and erotic abandon.
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Can their passion truly unite them or will their
different worlds lead to destruction for them both?
This work is intended to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the Paris Convention for the
Protection of Industrial Property, adopted and signed
on March 20, 1883.
Five angry soldiers. One bad girl who's going to pay.
The last time I was in this much trouble, five elite
soldiers risked everything to save me. Then I made a
selfish choice that cost them their careers. Now I'm
going to have to pay the price. I didn't have a choice,
so I accepted the deal they offered. In return for their
protection, these rough, battle-hardened men now
own me. I'm theirs to share, not just for a night, but
forever. They'll strip me, punish me, and use me
again and again until I'm sore, shamed, and utterly
spent. I'm going to get exactly what I deserve, and I'll
hate every moment of it... or at least that's what I try
to tell myself. Publisher's Note: Shamefully Shared
includes spankings, sexual scenes, intense and
humiliating punishments, and strong D/s themes. If
such material offends you, please don't buy this
book.
When her scandalous behavior finally forces her
wealthy parents to take drastic action, twenty-twoyear-old Adeline Hawthorne is sent to Edinburgh to
live in the home of her father's friend Edward
Wolstanton. The stern Scotsman is tasked with
correcting the recalcitrant young lady by any means
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necessary, and it isn't long before Adeline is taken
over Edward's knee for a painful, embarrassing
spanking. Though she quickly discovers that her new
guardian will not hesitate to punish her as thoroughly
and shamefully as he sees fit--even stripping her
completely and applying a leather tawse to her bare
bottom when she attempts to escape his
custody--Edward's firm-handed dominance arouses
Adeline deeply. She soon finds herself wondering
what it would be like to have such a man as her
husband, but will he ever see her as more than a
wayward girl in need of reform? Publisher's Note:
Reformed by the Scotsman includes spankings and
sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please
don't buy this book.
In an effort to escape her troubles on Earth, nineteenyear-old Tilly Squires inadvertently stows away
aboard a spacecraft headed for Saturn, but when
she ends up damaging equipment critical to the
ship's research mission she finds herself the subject
of an entirely new experiment.
When her career is knocked off track in retaliation for
her efforts to expose a dangerous plot by highranking government officials, reporter Danielle
Carver moves to a small town in Oregon. Upon
hearing about mysterious men living in the
mountains nearby, she decides to investigate, and
when she is taken captive she has the chance for
the story of a lifetime... if she survives.
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Captured, stripped bare, and brought before the
barbarian king whose men she had the audacity to
resist, eighteen-year-old Sariah can only assume
she will be made his slave. But her conqueror has
other plans for his beautiful, spirited captive, and
Sariah will be much more than an ordinary slave.
She will be his pet, trained to come when he calls,
heed his every command, and please him in any
way he demands. Sariah does her best to remain
proud and defiant, but the handsome, dominant
warrior proves quite adept at teaching his pet
obedience by means of his firm hand applied to her
bare bottom. When she persists in her
rebelliousness, Sariah quickly discovers that a mere
spanking is far from the most humiliating punishment
a naughty pet can face, and before long she has
been fitted with a tail and put on display for the king
and his men. To her surprise, however, in spite of
her circumstances Sariah soon finds herself craving
her new master's touch, and when he claims her fully
his skillful lovemaking brings her pleasure beyond
anything she has felt before. But can she ever hope
to find lasting happiness in the arms of the man who
has made her his pet? Publisher's Note: The
Barbarian's Pet is an erotic romance novel that
contains spankings, sexual scenes, pony play, anal
play, exhibitionism, elements of BDSM, and more. If
such material offends you, please don't buy this
book.
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Theirs to Examine. Theirs to Master. After nineteenyear-old Jenny Monroe is caught stealing from the
home of a powerful politician, she is sent to a special
prison in deep space to be trained for her future role
as an alien's bride. Despite the public bare-bottom
spanking she receives upon her arrival at the
detention center, Jenny remains defiant, and before
long she earns herself a trip to the notorious medical
wing of the facility. Once there, Jenny quickly
discovers that a sore bottom will now be the least of
her worries, and soon enough she is naked,
restrained, and shamefully on display as three stern,
handsome alien doctors examine and correct her in
the most humiliating ways imaginable. The doctors
are experts in the treatment of naughty young
women, and as Jenny is brought ever closer to the
edge of a shattering climax only to be denied again
and again, she finds herself begging to be taken in
any way they please. But will her captors be content
to give Jenny up once her punishment is over, or will
they decide to make her their own and master her
completely? Publisher's Note: Her Alien Doctors is a
stand-alone novel which is the second book in the
Captive Brides series. It includes spankings and
sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please
don't buy this book.
Personal Branding is the "art of standing out."
Developing your personal brand is the process of
discovering who you are, who you want to be, and
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who people perceive you to be. Learn 33 Branding
Secrets from the life stories of Diddy, Jay Z, and Dr.
Dre as you strategize on how to differentiate
yourself, your product, or your service from your
peers and competitors. This book is for Employees,
Entrepreneurs, Executives, and Entertainers who are
looking to reinvent themselves, overcome
adversities, and achieve success and happiness.
A new romance by New York Times & USA Today
Bestselling Author Clarissa Wild! People say I'm
ferocious. Wild. Dangerous.They're right. That's why
I live on an island alone.The jungle is my home. My
personal prison.Until she arrived.The moment her
helicopter crashed on my land, everything
changed.She's the only survivor ... And I'm keeping
her locked up in a pit.It's been too long since I last
touched a woman, especially one so beautiful.It
makes me hunger for her.I want her... So I'll keep
her....And I'll make her mine.
Eve's mission is to rescue cyborgs from termination
centers on Earth. She is blindsided by the
overwhelming attraction that draws her to one of
them. He's handsome, sexy, and she wants him,
craves his touch as she has no other. She must
send him to freedom but she makes him promise to
wait for her. Blackie cannot forget the courageous
woman who saved him. He never learned whether
she died during the rebellion or just changed her
mind about leaving with him but he holds her within
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his lonely heart. He exists to serve the Cyborg
Council and protect the new world cyborgs have
created. This changes when he discovers the
woman who haunts his dreams is alive and the
cyborg leaders left her behind to die. He'll never lose
her again and he'll fight his own kind to avenge and
keep her.
Silverlake Shifters Smokin' hot shifter men with
hearts of gold; the strong, passionate women who
love them; secrets, lies and danger; naughty, steamy
love scenes-and happily ever afters. A Fugitive
Mate... Emma Wilkes is on the run from her exboyfriend-with a stolen laptop containing evidence of
his crimes. When she meets a hot guy in a truck stop
bar, she pretends to be his date, hoping to throw her
ex's hit squad off her trail. A Desperate Alpha...
Alpha wolf Jace Monroe has only weeks to find a
true mate and bond with her, or he'll lose his pack
and his territory. To him, the stranger coming on to
him is just a delectably curvy distraction from his
troubles. But to his wolf, she's the one. One Wild
Night So when Emma steals Jace's motorcycle and
vanishes from his motel room in the middle of the
night, Jace vows to track her down and find out who
she really is-a conniving con woman, or the mate
he's been waiting for all his life. But can he find herand persuade her to trust him-before time runs out
for both of them? Content warning: This book
contains naughty language and steamy love scenes,
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and is intended for adults only.
When an injured stranger breaks into her small-town
veterinary clinic late at night and demands that she
assist in treating his wounds, Serena Spiers knows
right away that something is amiss. Though he is
undoubtedly handsome, the intruder's oddly colored
eyes and extraordinary height leave no doubt in her
mind that he is not of this world. Seeking to escape
her predicament, she treats his wounds and then
does her best to discretely sedate him, but a
tranquilizer shot proves far less effective than she
had hoped. Her captor is none too pleased by her
attempt at subterfuge, and before she knows it
Serena is blushing crimson as she is held firmly
across his muscular thighs, completely naked, while
her bare bottom is soundly spanked. Serena's ordeal
is just beginning, however. It turns out that her alien
visitor is a high-ranking commander among his
people, and when he realizes that the discovery of
her encounter with him could put Serena in grave
danger, he takes it upon himself to ensure her safety
by bringing her along as he leaves Earth behind. But
his people have very specific rules about
transporting primitive species aboard their ships, and
she will not be treated as his guest or even as his
prisoner, but as his pet. She will be expected to
submit to him completely, and any defiance will earn
her a painful, humiliating punishment. Yet despite
her fury at the indignity of it all, Serena cannot help
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reacting with shameful, helpless arousal as she is
stripped bare, thoroughly examined, and then
claimed in any way her new master pleases,
sometimes in full view of the ship's crew. Can she
learn to yield to the pleasure that results from his
conquest of her body, or will she spend the entire
voyage with her bottom sore both inside and out?
Publisher's Note: The Alien's Pet is an erotic
romance novel that contains spankings, sexual
scenes, pet play, medical play, elements of BDSM,
and more. If such material offends you, please don't
buy this book.
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